External Scholarships

We suggest you explore some of the free scholarship search databases, in addition to this list:

- [http://www.fastweb.com](http://www.fastweb.com)
- [http://www.finaid.org](http://www.finaid.org)
- [http://www.scholarships.com](http://www.scholarships.com)
- [http://www.collegeanswer.com/default.aspx](http://www.collegeanswer.com/default.aspx)
- [http://www.chci.org/scholarships/](http://www.chci.org/scholarships/)

Below is a list of scholarships applicable to MBA students. Please click on the scholarship organization to visit their web site.

**The Aga Khan Foundation** accepts applications from nationals of the following countries: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Syria, Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Madagascar, and Mozambique. The Foundation gives priority to requests for Master’s level courses. Applications must show consistently excellent academic records, genuine financial need, admission to a highly reputable university or program of student and relevance of the field of study to AKDN’s focus areas. Amount of award is 50% scholarship/50% loan.

**The American Association of University Women** offers fellowships to female international students studying in the United States. Some fellowships are available for minority women who are U.S. citizens or U.S. permanent residents.

**American Australian Association** promotes educational exchange between the United States and Australia. The American Australian Association awards fellowships to Australians for advanced research and study in the United States. American Australian Association also awards US fellows to pursue studies in Australia.

**The American Indian Graduate Center** offers fellowships to Native American students who become eligible for need-based financial aid.

**The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)** has two scholarships for graduate students pursuing studies in finance.

- **The Minority Accounting Scholarship**
- **The AICPA Accoutemps Student Scholarship** provides for students majoring in accounting, finance or information systems.

**The American-Scandinavian Foundation (ASF)** offers funding to Scandinavians to undertake study or research programs in the United States for up to one year. Also, the ASF offers fellowships and grants to individuals to pursue research or study in one or more Scandinavian countries for up to one year. Applicants must be US residents or permanent residents and have a well-defined research or study project that makes a stay in Scandinavia essential.

**The Association of Management Consulting Firms and Richard Metzler Scholarship** are for students who demonstrate a commitment to management consulting while pursuing their MBA.

**The BCG Fellows Scholarship Program** provides endless opportunities for highly ambitious individuals and the opportunity to make a last impact on clients and society while solving important problems. Awards of up to $5,000 and an individual mentorship by BCG consultants.
The Bodossaki Foundation Scholarship for Social-Economic Sciences: Economics/Political Economy award is given to one student of Greek nationality, parentage or descent. Only persons born after December 31, 1967 are eligible. The selection of the winner will be based on exceptional achievements. For more information, please email secr@bodossaki.gr.

The Bridgat Scholarship Program is a merit-based fund awarded to one full-time graduate student who must be a citizen of an Asian country. This scholarship is only available to second year MBA students as it requires a minimum GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

The Credit Suisse MBA Fellowship Program Americas grants merit-based awards to leading diversity MBA candidates at selected business schools. After an intensive interview process, recipients are paired with mentors from within Credit Suisse and have the opportunity to interview for a 10-week summer internship.

Don Kuhn Memorial Scholarship Fund will provide a scholarship to a deserving graduate student with a demonstrated commitment to pursuing a career in non-profit/interactive marketing. The application is available here:

Eduarda Justo Foundation (Cosentino Group) awards students born or resident in the region of Almeria, or whose parents are from Almeria, a scholarship covering full tuition, housing, books and supplies, a round trip ticket to the university, as well as an initial stipend. The aim is to identify outstanding graduates with the potential to make an impact to the future in the region of Almeria (South of Spain).

The Federation Executive Recruitment and Education Scholarship Program (FEREP) is a graduate scholarship program funded through the Jewish Federations of North America that recruits, supports and develops future professional leaders for the North American Jewish federation system. The program awards to specified areas of graduate study in return for a minimum two-year paid work commitment in a North American Jewish federation following graduate school. FEREP also provides supplemental professional and cohort development opportunities, and assists students with the placement process leading to their first federation position.

The Financial Leadership Scholarships for Bay Area Women is a scholarship for female students attending Bay Area universities or colleges pursuing a degree in business administration.

The French-American Chamber of Commerce Serge Bellanger Scholarship Program provides scholarships to French students attending an MBA program in the United States.

The Fulbright Scholarship Program offers awards to students who aim to increase mutual understanding between the peoples of the United States and other countries, through the exchange of persons, knowledge, and skills.

The Fundação Estudar Scholarship is for Brazilian students who demonstrate high intellectual potential. Multiple scholarships are awarded each year, many to students studying business. The application deadline is March 2013.

Fundacion Rafael Del Pino offers 15 scholarships to Spanish students to help create the next generation of Spanish leaders. Educational areas of interest to the foundation are: economy and company; economic analysis of the right; regulation and deregulation and economic analysis; and legality of competition and the markets.

The Goldman Sachs MBA Fellowship is designed to increase the level of interest in and awareness of careers in the industry among Black, Hispanic and Native American business school students. Through the program, Goldman Sachs offers 10 fellowships to students at ten firm wide graduate business schools annually.

The Government Finance Officers Association offers numerous scholarships to MBAs with a career interest in the efficient and productive investment of public funds in state and local government finance. Applicants must be U.S. or Canadian citizens. Below are the titles of the scholarships they list on their website. (http://www.gfoa.org/)
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- The Daniel B. Goldberg Scholarship
- The Minorities in Government Finance Scholarship
- Frank L. Greathouse Government Accounting Scholarship
- Government Finance Professional Development Scholarship

**The HR Symposium Lynne Boone Memorial Scholarship Program** awards scholarships to graduate students enrolled in Human Resource and Organizational Development degree programs, as well as professionals enrolled in MBA programs with the objective of advancing in the HR field. The scholarships consist of three master's level scholarships, and the criteria for receiving the scholarships includes, but is not limited to: Academic excellence, work experience in HR, volunteer/extra-curricular activities and professional/faculty recommendations.

**The International Education Financial Aid** web site provides college scholarship and loan information for international students wishing to study abroad.

**The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation** scholarship offers to pay tuition and living expenses to college seniors or recent graduates entering graduate programs. Students must be nominated by their undergraduate institutions.

**J.P. Morgan Launching Leaders MBA Scholarship** gives talented Black, Hispanic and Native American students across the US the chance to fulfill their ambitions and carve out an outstanding career with one of the world’s leading innovators in banking and business. Scholarship winners will receive a scholarship and an internship offer for Investment Banking. Placement options include coverage or product groups within the Investment Bank. If your summer goes well and you are offered and accept a full-time position with J.P. Morgan, the scholarship will continue into your second year.

**The Korean American Scholarship** awards numerous scholarships to Korean American college students across the country.

**The Ling Scholarship** is an award covering up to 1/3 of the tuition for Brazilian citizens studying business administration.

**The Lynn Adamson Memorial Scholarship** sponsored by Women Health Care Executives, a professional association dedicated to career advancement of women in health care offers a scholarship to students currently enrolled in a graduate degree program.

**The Markowski-Leach Scholarship** is open to gay or lesbian students with a commitment to excellence and leadership, thereby improving the perception of gays and lesbians in society.

**MBA Strategy and I, Inc. Scholarship** is two scholarship awards for a Russian or Ukrainian speaking admitted candidates to a Top 50 Global MBA program between the age of 25 to 35 years with not less than five years of relevant professional experience, clear career track, and significant achievements in the field of professional competency.

**McKinsey & Company Emerging MBA Scholarship** is an opportunity for pre-MBA students. All future full-time students who enjoy challenges and thrive in a collaborative work environment are encouraged to apply.

**Medical Disability Scholarship Opportunities** provides a comprehensive list of scholarship opportunities for persons with medical disabilities.

**The Memorial Education Fund (MEF) and the Stuart Cameron and Margaret McCloud Memorial (SCMS) Scholarships** are available to graduate students studying accounting or finance. The scholarships are awarded by the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).
The Mohammed bin Rashid Fellows Program provides full financial support (tuition, fees, accommodation, travel, etc.) to talented and ambitious youth from across the Arab regions who wish to pursue graduate studies in management, finance, or leadership. This competitive program will award up to five fellowships annually to qualified Stanford MBA candidates who demonstrate leadership capabilities and commitment to the Arab region's human and socio-economic progress. Within two years of completion of their studies, the Fellows will return to the Arab region for at least two years of employment in the public or private sector.

The Montgomery G.I. Bill has resources available to assist veterans with educational costs.

Morgan Stanley MBA Fellowship provides outstanding Black, Hispanic, Native American and LGBT student with the opportunity to receive an internship and scholarship award for the second semester of their first year of business school and a scholarship towards their second year of business school.

The National Black MBA Association, Inc. offers hundreds of thousands of dollars in scholarships annually.

The National Federation of the Blind offers a number of different scholarships to high-achieving legally blind students.

The National Italian American Foundation awards scholarships to Italian American students who demonstrate outstanding potential and high academic achievement.

The National Society of Hispanic MBA's offers scholarships to students of at least half Hispanic heritage who are also U.S. Citizens or Permanent Residents. NSHMBA membership required.

The Nova Scholarship is awarded to Italian candidates who demonstrate academic and professional excellence. The grant, co-financed by the Italian branch of the Boston Consulting Group, will be awarded for the 2 year MBA program to cover part of tuition and fees. For more information, visit the NOVA website.

The Orbis Investment Management Fellowship is a cash award attributable towards tuition or course-related expenses for an exceptional, soon-to-be first-year MBA student, from any background, with any experience, who can demonstrate his or her talent and passion for investing.

The Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowships for New Americans is a maintenance grant and tuition support for naturalized citizens or permanent residents who retain loyalty and a sense of commitment to their country of origin as well as to the United States and will continue to regard the United States as their principal residence and focus of national identity.

The P.E.O. International Peace Scholarship Fund for Women is open to women from countries other than the U.S. and Canada. The candidate must be accepted full time to an accredited U.S. institution and must be working towards a graduate degree. Candidates must also promise to return to their country of origin within 90 days of completing the degree program to pursue a professional career. Awards up to $6,000.

The Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society offers multiple graduate scholarships and awards for the first year of professional study.

The Point Foundation is a national scholarship fund for high achieving lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender students in higher education.

The Ray Greenly Scholarship offers scholarship to students interested in digital retail. This scholarship is for continuing graduate students only. For more information about the application and eligibility requirements visit their web site.
The Rich Chicotel Memorial Scholarship provides financial assistance to lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) MBA students to help fund their educations. Richard A. Chicotel was the chief financial officer of Shorenstein Properties and an LGBT philanthropist active in various LGBT causes and fundraising activities and received his MBA degree from Stanford.

The Robert A. Toigo Foundation Fellowship offers a stipend towards your tuition for two years, in addition to networking and mentorship opportunities. Eligible applicants include US Citizens and permanent residents who are also racial minorities as defined by the US Department of Labor.

The Putera Sampoerna Foundation offers scholarship funds to outstanding young Indonesian citizens. The scholarship covers tuition, living expenses, and airfares to and from Jakarta.

The Sainsbury Management Fellowships awards scholarships to citizens of the United Kingdom between the ages of 26 and 34 who have a degree in Engineering and are pursuing an MBA.

The Scholarship Foundation of Santa Barbara offers scholarships to students who attended at least four of the six secondary grade school years in Santa Barbara County and graduated from high school in Santa Barbara County.

The Schmidt-MacArthur Fellowship is awarded to students to undertake a Circular Economy Innovation Project (postgraduate work focused on creative and innovative models, concepts and tools that contribute towards the acceleration to a circular economy) as part of their postgraduate course. Requires recipient to secure a faculty mentor and attend a weeklong summer program.

The Stanford University Escondido Family Fund is designed to provide rent subsidies to families living in Escondido Village with two or more children.

The Switzer Foundation has fellowships specifically for graduate students who show a strong personal commitment to solving problems and effecting change in the environmental arena.

The Thomas R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Graduate Fellowship from the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation provides for the cost of tuition, room, board, and mandatory fees for the first year and second year of graduate study, with reimbursement for books and one round-trip travel. This fellowship also includes summer internships after each year of study.

The UK Fulbright Scholarship offers awards to students who aim to increase mutual understanding between the peoples of the United Kingdom and the United States, through the exchange of persons, knowledge, and skills.

Women in International Trade Northern California Scholarship Program will award one qualified student with career aspirations in the field of international trade, business or policy. Awards are granted without regard to gender, race, religion, color, creed, age, disability, citizenship or national origin.